PROFILE
SHEIKH SULTAN REHMAN

Mr. Sheikh Sultan Rehman is a talented and senior businessman with more than 35 years of
diverse experience in the field of textiles. He is result-oriented, having passion and commitment
to succeed and widely recognized for credibility, strong work ethics and respected for leading
through consistent collaborative style.
He was born in Karachi, Pakistan. He completed his early education in Karachi and proceeded
to the United States where he completed Associate of Science in 1976 from University of
Houston and Bachelor of Science in 1978 from University of Houston, Texas. His passion to
learn and excel, led him to acquire latest skills and knowledge by taking many short courses
regularly.
After returning to Pakistan in 1981, he appeared in and passed C.S.S. but did not join Civil
Services Academy in Lahore due to opposition from family. He belongs to Dehli Punjabi
Sodagran community and joined family textile business and served as Chief Executive of
Unitex Industries (Private) Limited, a Karachi-based manufacturer and exporter of blended
textile fabrics where he expanded his experience by working in all other aspects of the business.
Currently he is the C.E.O of S.R. Twisting, S.R. Enterprises and Success Route Karachi,
Pakistan.
He plays an important and positive role in community and has written many short articles on
business and economy. He was one of the founding directors of Pakistan German Business
Forum (PGBF) and was elected Director for 2002-2003, 2004-2005 and 2008-2009. He was
awarded Shield by the German Ambassador to Pakistan in recognition of outstanding services
rendered to Pakistan German Business Forum. He served as General Body Member of
Federation of Pakistan Chambers of Commerce & Industry (FPCCI) for several years and
is actively involved in many trade, professional and social organizations.
He participated in many international trade delegations, exhibitions and conferences. He has
travelled widely throughout Europe, U.S.A. and the U.A.E. Being exposed to diverse cultures
through extensive traveling and varied experiences, he believes in the value of diversity and the
existence of immense potential in individuals.
He is married and has two daughters and a son.

